Abstract. We present 1 modeling strategies that describe the motion and interaction of groups of pedestrians in obscured spaces. We start off with an approach based on balance equations in terms of measures and then we exploit the descriptive power of a probabilistic cellular automaton model. Based on a variation of the simple symmetric random walk on the square lattice, we test the interplay between population size and an interpersonal attraction parameter for the evacuation of confined and darkened spaces. We argue that information overload and coordination costs associated with information processing in small groups are two key processes that influence the evacuation rate. Our results show that substantial computational resources are necessary to compensate for incomplete information -the more individuals in (information processing) groups the higher the exit rate for low population size. For simple social systems, it is likely that the individual representations are not redundant and large group sizes ensure that this non-redundant information is actually available to a substantial number of individuals. For complex social systems information redundancy makes information evaluation and transfer inefficient and, as such, group size becomes a drawback rather than a benefit. The effect of group sizes on outgoing fluxes, evacuation times and wall effects are carefully studied with a Monte Carlo framework accounting also for the presence of an internal obstacle.
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Towards modeling pedestrian group dynamics
Social mechanics is a topic that has attracted the attention of researchers for more than one hundred years; see e.g. [25, 37] . A large variety of existing crowd dynamics models are able to describe the dynamics of pedestrians driven by a desired velocity towards clearly defined exits. But how can we possibly describe the motion of pedestrians when the exits are unknown or not clearly defined, or even worse, what if the exits are not visible?
This paper is inspired by a practical evacuation scenario. Some of the existing models are geared towards describing the dynamics of pedestrians with somehow given, prescribed or, at least, desired velocities or spatial fluxes towards an exit the location of which is, more or less, known to the pedestrians. Our contribution complements the existing work on crowd evacuation dynamics, see e.g. the papers [2, 3, 6, 33, 40, 41] and references cited therein.
We focus on modeling basic features that we assume to be influential for the motion of pedestrians in regions with reduced or no visibility. In our simulation studies, we focus on group size (social cluster size), population size, interaction with the walls of the confined space and the presence of an obstacle in the room as factors that might impact on information overload and coordination costs in social systems. In terms of output we focus both on the outgoing flux when the population size is constant and the evacuation time of the whole population in the confined space (under this condition, population size decreases constantly with the evacuation flux).
A case study in group psychology. Aim of the paper.
In a classic study in Social Psychology [39] the autokinetic effect is used to explore the formation of norms in social groups. The autokinetic effect is an optical illusion generated by a stationary light spot projected on a display in a darkened room, spot that appears to be moving [1] . In [39] participants are asked to estimate the amplitude of the movement of this light spot, first individually and then in dyads or groups of three. His observation was that although the individual estimates were substantially different, when group members could hear each others answers, their estimations converged towards consensus on the amplitude of the movement. Moreover, when participants were first asked to estimate the amplitude of the movement in a group and then individually, the "norm" established in the group biased the individual estimations later on. Finally, it is a matter of convergence in time as the individual estimates did not converge after the first trial, in other words, group members needed time to synchronize their individual estimates [39] . This is one of the first empirical evidences that in ambiguous situations, people often use others as information resources to find clarity and come to accurate evaluations of environmental stimuli. In a similar fashion, in cases of fire emergency, in rooms filled with smoke, people are confronted with highly ambiguous stimuli and attempt to find clarity by interacting with others present in the same room (situation) [28] .
The amount of information available to the population present in the room, increases with the population size as each member in the room may get access to a particular information that is otherwise inaccessible to the others in the room. In other words, the more people in the space to be evacuated, the higher the potential pool of information for the accurate evaluation of the situation. There are however limitations the information sharing possibilities in groups of varying sizes. As the experiment in [39] , the individual estimates needed time to converge as during each exposure, participants slowly adjusted their individual estimation to the estimates of the other groups members, till eventually all estimates converged towards a group norm. These coordination constraints of individual actions in groups or communities have subsequently received substantial attention in the literature [32] . People are more likely to share information with the ones situated in their immediate presence, therefore information sharing and information integration attempts happen in smaller groups or clusters [19, 20, 26] . As the size of these small groups increases so does the coordination cost associated with information sharing and evaluation. The way in which people use each other as information resources in ambiguous situations is therefore constrained by at least two important socio-cognitive factors. The first one refers to the information pool available to a population exposed to highly ambiguous situations. As the population size increases, so does the potential information pool available in the system. The second one refers to the coordination constraints, as information sharing happens usually in smaller subgroups. As the size of the subgroup in which the information sharing takes place increases, so do the coordination costs associated with information sharing and information evaluation. An important problem therefore arises on how factors that might impose coordination constraints and generate information overload (the population size, the cluster size, interaction with walls and presence of obstacles) influence the identification of the exit and the successful room evacuation.
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It is our aim to explore the interplay between the information overload and coordination costs as mechanisms that can explain the outgoing flux and the evacuation time of pedestrians. Information overload increases with the cluster or group size in which the information is shared and it decreases with the use of heuristics (e.g., identifying a wall that could lead to an exit), while coordination costs increase with the complexity of the system (described by the population size available in the room) and the presence of an obstacle in the room. We investigate the outgoing flux under various population sizes (for each simulated population size, population remains stable during the simulation) in order to capture the interplay between information overload and coordination costs. Moreover, we investigate the evacuation time in order to single out the role of group size (cluster size), interaction with the wall (as decision heuristic) and presence of an obstacle and further clarify the results of the outgoing flux.
Structure of the paper
The aim of the paper is stated in Subsection 1.2. In Section 2, we derive formally a balance equation for group-structured mass measures designed to describe the group formation (coagulation and fragmentation) similarly to a "thinking" flow of polymeric chains; see e.g. [16] for a nice brief introduction to models like Becker-Döring and Smoluchovski for polymeric flows. Agglomerating and binding monomers leads to our first "group concept". Moving to a totally different level of mathematical description, Section 3 contains a variation of a simple random walk on a square lattice to describe the interplay between the population size and interpersonal attraction parameters. The stochastic dynamics is biased by the present of a threshold -our second attempt of a "group concept". The lattice model is getting to action in Section 4 and captures the effects of information overload and coordination in large disoriented populations. We conclude the paper with Section 5, where we summarize our main findings concerning our second concept of group of pedestrians.
A measure-theoretical modeling strategy
For modeling population dynamics, a natural mathematical tool is the concept of mass measure. This measure can flexibly represent either the distribution of individuals in a corridor, their number or their mass localized at a certain location as a function of possible features. Signed measures form a Banach space. The mass (finite) measures, which are responsible for handling the information pool, are a closed subset in this Banach space. Much of the theory of ordinary differential equations applies directly to dynamics in Banach spaces and therefore to measure-valued differential equations; see [30] for measure-valued equations offering descriptions of the evolution of an unstructured language or our recent work on cccm-ps-prep.tex crowd dynamics [22, 23, 34] , where the mass measures evolve in a bounded environment where boundary interactions are allowed. A nice account of measure-theoretical models in the context of crowd dynamics and traffic flows can be found in [18] . We need to mention already at this stage that the infinite dimensional geometry is often counter-intuitive and always requires a careful mathematical treatment (compare [8, 30]) , not only what concerns solvability issues, but also from the perspective of a proper numerical approximation of the evolving measures [13] . We do not touch here any mathematical concerns around the obtained model. Instead we give a brief derivation of a structured-crowd model suitable for dynamics where visibility is obscured. The mathematical analysis needed to ensure the wellposedness of this model will be handled elsewhere. The result of our modeling exercise will turn to be a special case of a multi-feature continuity equation; cf. for instance [10, 11] or the related setting in [24] . We intend to provide here a general modeling framework for building "features"-based continuity-like equations for size-ordered interacting populations, which should be seen as an alternative of working with local balance laws using densities. The presentation recalls from [34] . In this context, the "location in the corridor" and the "group size" constitute the two "features"; we refer the reader to [21] for a related reading. The first feature is a continuous variable, while the second is a discrete variable. Their evolution is supposed to be continuous in time. In what follows, we derive a population-balance equation able to describe the evolution of pedestrian groups in obscured regions, relying on the same principles as in [11] . 
is equipped with the counting measure λ c (K) := |K |. We call λ tx := λ t ⊗ λ x the space-time measure and set λ txc : 
Balance of mass measures
together with two inner production quantities
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Note that these numbers might be non-integers, which is not per se realistic. Furthermore, group size changes are allowed and we state that a group size 1 exist, which is virtually incorrect. From a sociologic perspective, one is an individual/agent, two is a dyad and from 3 onward we can speak about groups. Consequently, when we describe the change from the size N=2 to N-1=1, the dyad becomes an individual. An increase from 1 to 2 is a transition from individual to dyad in a location, while a change from 2 to 3 is a transition from a dyad to a group. Given the nature of the problems we are dealing with, we postulate the following key properties our mass measures are supposed to fulfil:
Now, we are in the position to formulate the balance principle:
Addition to Ω × K , modeled by µ P Y + , can happen by addition inside of Ω × K as well as by fluxes into Ω × K . A similar remark applies to subtraction and µ P Y − . This gives rise to the assumption that µ P Y + is actually the sum of an interior production part, µ int P Y + , and a flux part, µ f lux P Y + , i.e. an accumulation of interior and boundary productions. We proceed similarly with µ P Y − . Finally, we obtain the representation of the net productions
We extend µ Y (t, · × ·) and µ P Y ± (· × · × ·) by the usual procedure to measures
Note that the quantities in (P1) and (P2) and the extensions are finite.
The following postulate prevents mass accumulation on sets of measure zero. It reads as
Therefore, for all t ∈ S there exist integrable Radon-Nikodym densities u(t, ·) =
The absolute-continuity assumption
excludes the presence of Y s on sets of λ txc 1 -measure zero. Furthermore, it assures the existence of the Radon-Nikodym density
To get a reasonable idea for a representation of the flux measure, we consider the special case Q = Ω × K with, say, K = {a, a + 1, ..., b} ∈ p(K d ). The "surface"
is the location of any interaction with the outside of Q . There are two locations on F to enter or to leave Q from the outside -one via
and n x = n x (x, κ) is the a.e. existing outward normal on ∂Ω. Borrowing from the theory of Cauchy interactions, cf. [38] , e.g., we postulate the following: (P5) Assume, for all t ∈ S, the existence of two flux vector fields
In (7), σ x -is the 1D-curve length measure. The term µ f lux P Y x (S × Ω × K ) calculates the net gain/loss of the Y s in Ω belonging to one of the size groups from K due to physical motion from/to the outside of Ω into/out of Ω . Note that the quantity µ is no interaction with groups of size κ > N or κ < 0 since these sizes are considered here as unadmissible. In this case, we require
Introducing the discrete partial derivative by
Combining (3) - (7), Fubini's theorem, and division by h > 0, imply
Under appropriate smoothness conditions on u, f int P Y , j x and j κ we obtain in the limit h → 0 (the classical continuity equation with a slightly different interpretation of the entries)
The existence of the underlying measures is a matter that will be investigated at a later stage, in a different context. As in [34] , we can point out a direct connection with a suitable Becker-Döring-like model for colloidal interactions (cf. e.g. [16] and references cited therein), which mimics well the dynamics of groups of individuals in dark. To do so, one has to specify the flux vectors j x and j κ as well as the production term f int P Y . For i = 1, ..., N , we set
The discrete derivative j κ (t, x, i) corresponds to
Specifying j x (t, x, i) as some sort of a degenerating diffusion flux in the manner above means: Individual groups of size i recognize whether a group of the same size is in their immediate neighborhood and they tend to avoid moving into the direction of such groups. Employing a Fickian law seems to be the simplest way to model this. The degeneration in the flux appears especially if the dynamics is thought to take place in domains with obstacles, where the percolation of the "thinking" fluid locally clogs when obstacles are too close from each other.
The production term f int P Y models merging interactions between groups of size i ∈ K and "groups" of size i = 1: If an individual meets a group of size i < N , then it might happen, that this single merges with the group. This turns the group into a group of size i + 1 and leads to a "gain" for groups of size i + 1 (modeled by +β i u i u 1 ) and a loss for groups of size i (modeled by −β i u i u 1 ). In any such joining situation the group with i = 1 looses members (modeled by − N i=2 β i u i u 1 ). Note, that this model allows only for direct interaction between groups of size i with groups of size 1. Using a Smoluchowski dynamics instead would relax this constraint [16] . The α-terms model the group fragmentation effect: It might happen, that an individual leaves a group of size i ≥ 2. This leads to a loss for the groups of size i (modeled by −α i u i ) as well as to a gain for the groups of size i − 1 and a gain for the groups with i = 1 (modeled by N i=2 α i u i ). In simple crowd simulations [34] , the coefficients α i , β i ≥ 0 and D i > 0 can be assumed to be constant. It is interesting to note that the fragmentation terms express a flux rather than a volume source or sink. In the same way as aging can be seen as a flux ("people change their age group by aging with (speed 1)" ) Y 's change their size group by "degradation" of their group. Nevertheless, for a fixed size choice i, the expressions α i u i and α i−1 u i−1 still remain "volume sources" and "volume sinks", respectively.
The mathematical analysis of this model can be approached for instance by adapting the techniques from [9] to our setting combined with arguments specific to handling porous media-like equations. However, we do not expand on this matter here and prefer instead to propose a lattice model not only to describe at the microscopic level the motion of the crowd in dark, but also to quantify the information overload and coordination in crowded populations.
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The lattice model
Our model was introduced in [14, 15] by adapting ideas introduced in [4] to study the ionic currents in cell membranes and further developed in [5] . For an introduction to stochastic processes, we refer the reader e.g. to [35] .
To describe our model, we start off with the construction of the lattice. Let e 1 = (1, 0) and e 2 = (0, 1) denote the coordinate vectors in R 2 . Let Λ ⊂ Z 2 be a finite square with odd side length L. We refer to this as the corridor. Each element x of Λ will be called a cell or site. The external boundary of the corridor is made of four segments made of L cells each; the point at the center of one of these four sides is called exit. Let N be positive integer denoting the (total) number of individuals inside the corridor Λ. We consider the state space X = {0, . . . , N } Λ . For any state n ∈ X, we denote by n(x) be the number of individuals at cell x. We define a Markov chain n t on the finite state space X with discrete time t = 0, 1, . . . . The parameters of the process are the integer T ≥ 0 called threshold, W ≥ 0 called wall stickiness, and the real number R ∈ [0, 1] called the rest parameter. We finally define the function S : N → N such that
Note that for k = 0 we have S(0) = 1.
At each time t, the N individuals move simultaneously within the corridor according to the following rule: for any cell x situated in the interior of the corridor Λ, and all y nearest neighbor of x, with n ∈ X, we define the weights w(x, x) = RS(n(x)) and w(x, y) = S(n(y)). Also, we obtain the associated probabilities p(x, x) and p(x, y) by dividing the weight by the normalization
Let now x be in one of the four corners of the corridor Λ, and take y as one of the two nearest neighbors of x inside Λ. For n ∈ X, we define the weights w(x, x) = RS(n(x)) + 2W and w(x, y) = S(n(y)) + W and the associated probabilities p(x, x) and p(x, y) obtained by dividing the weight by the suitable 2 normalization. In this case we are introducing the additional term W that is mimicking the stickiness of the wall. That is this parameter takes 2 To get a probability, we divide the weights by the sum of the involved weights: It is about 3 terms if the site lies in a corner of the corridor, 4 terms if it is close to a border, and then 5 terms for a pedestrian located in the core.
cccm-ps-prep.tex into account the possibility that people prefer to move nearby the wall in condition of lack of visibility. It is worth stressing, here, that T is not a threshold in n(x), the number of individuals per cell, but a threshold in the probability that such a cell is likely to be occupied or not.
For x ∈ Λ neighboring the boundary (but neither in the corners, nor neighboring the exit), y one of the two nearest neighbor of x inside Λ and neighboring the boundary, z the nearest neighbor of x in the interior of Λ, and n ∈ X, we define the weights w(x, x) = RS(n(x))+W , w(x, y) = S(n(y)) + W , and w(x, z) = S(n(z)). The associated probabilities p(x, x), p(x, y), and p(x, z) are obtained by dividing the weight by the suitable normalization.
Finally, we define the weights if x is the site in Λ neighboring the exit. We propose two different choices mimicking two different situations. If the exit is clearly identifiable, particles in the neighboring cell exit with probability 1. This exit modelling will be called sure exit case. If the exit is not clearly identifiable, we altough assume it is the most likely site to jump to and we treat it as if it were occupied by the threshold number of pedestrians. More precisely, in this case, called the threshold exit case, if y is one of the two nearest neighbor of x inside Λ and neighboring the boundary and z is the nearest neighbor of x in the interior of Λ, we define the weights w(x, x) = RS(n(x)), w(x, y) = S(n(y))+W , w(x, z) = S(n(z)), and w(x, exit) = T + 1, for the configuration n ∈ X. The associated probabilities p(x, x), p(x, y), p(x, z), and p(x, exit) are obtained by dividing the weight by the suitable normalization.
At time zero, the individuals are randomly located inside the corridor. The dynamics is then defined as follows: at each time t, the position of all the individuals on each cell is updated according to the probabilities defined above. If one of the individuals jumps on the exit cell a new individual is put on the cell of Λ neighboring ∂Λ and opposite to the exit site.
Social groups in search for information
As we argued before, information sharing happens in smaller social groups. In our lattice model, group size is modeled as an attraction parameter that stimulates agents to move in particular locations of the lattice in which a predefined number of agents is already present. We will define the thresholds for this attraction parameters using existing research on human groups formation. In an overview of how social cognition emerges in groups [12] it is argued that the dyad (a group of two) is the smallest social entity in which microcoordination processes take place. In a similar vein, in [31] it is argued that dyads are specific forms of social aggregates in which coordination costs are minimal as these aggregates consist of just a single relationship, are simpler than larger groups, in other words, dyads are social aggregates in which information pool and coordination costs are low. Following the categorization of social aggregates based on size, in [12] the author further distinguishes between work/family groups, demes and macrodemes. The small groups (of size 5) that in evolutionary terms cccm-ps-prep.tex resemble small families, are social aggregates in which division of labor can be observed and coordination constraints increase as they are formed of several dyadic relations [31] . The so-called demes (larger groups of size 30 or bands) are the first organizational forms in which economic activities and transactions are undertaken and therefore involve higher coordination. Finally, the macrodemes (larger communities of size 300) are social aggregates that can deal with highly complex environments (including survival under limited resource availability) [12] . In other words, the macrodemes are the social aggregates in which both potential information pool and coordination costs are high. Although, as argued in [12] the group sizes used to distinguish between these social aggregates are not exact estimates, we decided to follow this categorization in defining the small group in which potential information sharing takes place. In the simulation, these various small group sizes described above are represented by the number of agents per site that maximizes the probability of an agent to jump on that site. For this reason, we will use the parameter T = 0, 2, 5, 30, and 300.
We further on consider the interaction with the walls of the room as a decision heuristic used to oversimplify the complexity of the available information. Decision-makers often use heuristics to speed-up their decision processes and as such they select a small amount of information they process. In particular, the wall could signal the likely location of an exit, as an exit is always tied to a wall. We therefore introduce this heuristic as a way of mitigating the information overload, especially in large populations. Finally, we model the effect an obstacle located either at the center of the room, or close to the exit has on the outgoing flux and evacuation time. An obstacle increases the coordination costs as it may interfere with the cluster formation and the effective movement towards the exit.
The lattice model in action -simulation of social groups
We explore numerically the effect of groups sizes (threshold) on the outgoing flux, on the interaction with the walls and eventual fixed obstacles, as well as on the evacuation time.
The outgoing flux
In this section, the main quantity of interest is the outgoing flux [4, 5, 14, 15] , i.e., the average number of individuals exiting the corridor per unit of time. Recall that the unit of time is the time in which all the individuals are moved. In our simulations, we consider as corridor Λ a square lattice with side L = 101 and W = 0 (if not mentioned otherwise). Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the outgoing flux plotted as a function of the number of pedestrians N in the case in which R = 0 for the two different exit rules considered, while in Fig. 3 the same for R = 1 is plotted. In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , on the right side, it is represented the zoom of the picture on the left side of Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , respectively, for small population size (below 3000). For a large number of pedestrians the cooperation effects incorporated by the use of the threshold T are not as efficient as a Brownian (egoistic) walk. In the case of the threshold exit rule, for a small number of particles (say, below N = 3000), we observe that the presence of the threshold in our lattice dynamics accelerates the particles motion leading to fluxes higher than the ones obtained for the Brownian motion. Furthermore, switching from the rest probability R = 1 to the rest probability R = 0 enhances the threshold influence on the evacuation flux. This effect is new and non-intuitive.
As one expects, the choice of the sure exit favors the outgoing flow. Indeed, in this case the individuals in front of the exit go always out of Λ at the first next update of their position, while in the other case they can remain in Λ with positive probability. This is neatly proven by the data for the case of T = 0, 2, but it is not so evident for larger thresholds. In Fig. 4 cccm-ps-prep.tex data relating to the two exit rules are compared for T = 5, 30, 300. Black and grey symbols are closer and closer when T is increased, this means that the difference between the two cases vanishes when T grows. This effect can be explained as the consequence of our choice for the probability to exit for a particle facing the exit in the threshold exit case. Indeed, for small values of T , such as T = 0, 2, the weight T + 1 we assign to the exit site is comparable to the weight associated with the other neighboring sites, so that the particles often remain in the system instead of jumping to the exit. This is not the case for larger values of T , since the weight associated with the exit site is likely to be significantly larger than the one assigned to the other neighboring sites. Hence, in this case, the system behaves similarly to the sure exit case.
This remark explains the effect observed in Fig. 1 and stressed in the zoom. For small values of N , the average outgoing exit flux has an increment in the case of large threshold with respect to the independent random walk case (T = 0), if we consider the threshold exit rule. This is due to the fact that in a regime of small number of individuals, it is really unlikely to have many individuals on the nearest neighbors of the sites closest to the exit, so the weight of the exit site is clearly much larger than the other nearest neighbors. Thus, the probability to jump out is significantly bigger for large T than in the case of small values of the threshold.
This phenomenon is observed only in the case of small density of individuals, and it is obviously not present for the sure exit rule. If the particle density is increased, then the interaction among individuals plays a much more important role in the dynamics, influencing crucially the behavior of the overall flux and the overshoot finally disappears.
The simulation results show some very interesting patterns for the interplay between potential information pool and coordination costs on the rate of exit per unit of time. As the system complexity (illustrated by the population size) increases from low to average it seems that the higher potential information pool associated with larger subgroups pays off and the rate of exit increases above the base rate (T = 0). However, as the complexity of the system further increases (above population size 2000) the coordination costs (generated by the fact that very large clusters are actually formed) outweigh the benefits of higher potential information pool. The rate of exit levels off for T = 300 (at around population size 2000), for T = 30 at around 2500, for T = 5 at around 6000, while for T = 2 the exit rate is only slightly lower than the base rate at the population size 10000. A plausible interpretation of these results is that as environmental complexity increases from average to high, the coordination costs become the most important factor that drives the exit rate per unit of time. For simpler systems, a high number of cognizers organized in groups seem to be essential in getting as many people out of the room as possible, while for highly complex systems, dyads seem to suffice.
In other words, in systems with a substantial number of agents (higher than 2000), for T = 300, very large groups can easily form and as they are built, coordination costs block effective information sharing in these groups and the large clusters become stuck in a lengthy decision process. Large groups (300 members) once formed, start information sharing and try to reach a decision on actions to be taken. However, integrating the vast amount of Figure 5 : Typical configuration. Typical configuration of the system at large time in the case R = 1, T = 300, L = 101, and N = 10000. White and black points denote, respectively, empty and occupied sites of the lattice.
information brought in by the large number of agents takes a substantial amount on time and effort.
Next to the coordination constraints, members in large groups tend to exert less effort towards the collective goal, therefore social loafing increases with groups size [27] . It is therefore likely that agents will spend a substantial amount of "effortless" time in such large clusters that will ultimately prevent them from exiting as indicated in Fig. 5 that depicts the cluster formation behavior for N = 10000 and T = 300.
The interaction with the wall
We study the dependence of the dynamics on the possible choice of the parameter W , which we refer to as wall stickiness. We introduce this parameter to take into account the possibility that the pedestrian may have the tendency to move close to the wall as main personal reaction to the lack of visibility and a heuristic for finding an exit.
We expect that the choice of a positive value for the parameter W can improve the outward flux. This intuition follows from the fact that the number of sites neighboring the boundary are of order of O(L), while the total number of sites is of order of O(L 2 ). So the choice of the parameter W > 0 (illustrative of a decision heuristic "A wall indicates the location of an exit") helps reducing the random walk on a number of sites of lower order and the individuals will find the exit earlier.
On the other hand, we expect that the agents localization close to the wall may favor the formation of clusters of particles as all agents may use the same heuristic. In our view, the increased coordination costs associated with this agglomerations close to the walls could be a mechanism leading to the slowing down of the evacuation.
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Our simulations show that the leading effect is the increase of the flux rate. In Fig. 6 , we show the effect of the wall interaction on the outgoing flux. We plot the measured average outgoing flux for different values of W ≥ 0. In the figure, to have a readable picture, we show the cases T = 0 in the left panel, and the cases T = 5 and T = 300 in the right panel, but the increasing effect is present for any value of the threshold. We use grey tones to distinguish the values assumed by W = 0, 1, 3, 5, 10, using lighter tone when W is larger. For any fixed value of the threshold T , the flux increases monotonically with respect to W . The increment is bigger when the clustering effect is not so strong, hence for small values of T . It is interesting to observe that even if the measured value of the flux increases when W grows, for any fixed value of W the plot of the average flux as function of N has the same behavior of the one resulting in the case W = 0. To illustrate this observation, we show in Fig. 3 a plot analogous to the one we made for W = 0. The qualitative behavior of the outgoing flux as a function of N does not change for W > 0. We see in Fig. 7 illustrating the case W = 3 that with both the sure exit and threshold exit rules the plots are similar to those in Fig. 3 .
We also notice that even in this case, as observed earlier for W = 0, the clustering regime starts for T = 300 when the number of individuals grows up to 2000. If a small number of particles (N ≤ 1500) is involved in the dynamics, then the measured outgoing fluxes for any fixed value of the parameter W are really close. As a consequence, the measured flux does not depend on T for these values of N .
We argued that the interaction with the wall is a plausible decision heuristic that could cccm-ps-prep.tex decrease the information overload associated with large population sizes. In line with this expectation, for low population size, the variation in interaction with the wall makes no substantial difference in the outgoing flux, supporting the observation that in simple environments, heuristics are not particularly useful. As information overload increases for population sizes larger than 2000, the small groups (T=5) seem to benefit more from the use of this decision heuristic than the large groups (T=300). However, as mentioned earlier, the outgoing flux seems to increase in all group sizes when interaction with the walls increase. So in general, this decision heuristic seems to be an effective way of coping with information overload, yet it cannot completely override the coordination costs associated with large groups.
The role of the obstacle
We consider now the presence of a square obstacle inside the corridor. The obstacle is expected to increase the coordination costs because it may wrongly signal an exit, and reduce freedom to move in the room. We vary two indices related to the obstacle, namely its size and its location as parameters that can represent the increase in coordination costs associated with the obstacle. When the object is small or located in the center its impact on coordination costs is expected to be lower than when the object is large and located close to the exit. The obstacle is represented by a number of sites in the corridor that are not accessible to the agents. Note that the sites in the corridor neighboring the obstacle but accessible to the individuals will be consider as boundary sites, i.e., the agents might prefer to move close to this internal boundary due to the possible wall stickiness W . We expect that the obstacle can influence the resulting outgoing flux, because of excluded cccm-ps-prep.tex volume, in two different ways. On the one hand it can make easier or harder for a particle to find the exit depending on its position, for instance making more difficult to reach a region far from or close to the exit. On the other the presence of an obstacle can favor the clustering formation and influence the region in which the cluster is formed. We notice in our simulation that if the obstacle is sufficiently small it does not visibly affect the flux, so we consider now the case of a squared obstacle with side 41. In Fig. 8 we show the behavior of the flux if it is present this squared obstacle with side 41 with center in the center of the corridor. Small values of the threshold lead to small variations in the average exit flux. We can see this trend for T = 0, 2, and 5. It is instead interesting to note the clustering induced by the obstacle for large values of T . The flux drop for T = 300 happens for N = 1500 both if W = 0 and if W = 3. We recall that, in the absence of the obstacle, we observe this flux drop for T = 300 for the first time around N = 2000 (see Fig. 1-2 ). For T = 30 the flux in the case W = 0 is reduced by the cluster formation (see the squares in Fig. 8 , in the left panel, the grey symbols are always below the black).
We find a strong asymmetry in the positioning of the obstacle with respect to the center of the corridor. Let us first consider the same 41 × 41 obstacle, but we position it to be closer to the exit than to the opposite side of the lattice. In Fig. 9 , we show the data for the square with center in (71, 51). We find out that this obstacle close to the exit results in a loss in the outgoing flux (in figure we find the grey symbols always below the blacks, both if cccm-ps-prep.tex W = 0 and W = 3). It is interesting to notice that now the clustering effect does not appear for smaller N compared to the case of the corridor without obstacle. As expected, we observed in this case that an obstacle close to the exit cannot increase the average flux. Consider now the square with center in (31, 51) . We see in Fig. 10 that, for this particular choice of geometry, the outgoing flux increases if the threshold is not too large (T ≤ 5 in the plot). On the contrary, if the threshold is large, T ≥ 30 in the figure, we can observe that the clustering regime is reached earlier than in the empty corridor case. Indeed, there is a loss in the outgoing flux for T = 30 and W = 0, and the clustering appears at N = 1000 for the parameters T = 300 and W = 0, while at N = 1500 for T = 300 and W = 3. Summarizing, we find a strong dependence on the position of the obstacle. If the obstacle is closer to the exit than to the opposite side, the flux decreases. On the contrary, cccm-ps-prep.tex if the obstacle is close to the entrance and far from the exit, the flux increases for small T . Interestingly, if the threshold is large, an obstacle close to the entrance favors the formation of clusters.
Our interpretation of the results is the following: The obstacle, placed close to the exit, makes more difficult to reach the region on its right side where there the exit location is, and, it produces a decrease in the outgoing flux with respect to the empty lattice case.
An obstacle close to the other side makes difficult for a particle to reach again the region on the left side of the obstacle once it is on the right side. It keeps the particles to spend longer time in the region with the exit, favorizing the exit. However, since the obstacle reduces the free region close to the entrance point, it makes more likely the formation of a big stable cluster in that region. This may produce a decrease in the flux, when coordination constraints are significant, namely if the group size is sufficiently big and the population size is sufficiently large. In other words we find that an obstacle adds coordination constraints when is large in size, situated next to the exit and the population and group sizes are large. We find that the outgoing flux is impaired in overcrowded spaces, with large clusters formed and in which a large obstacle is present next to the exit. Efficient information integration in small-sized groups can overcome the coordination constraints added by an obstacle, especially if this is not located next to the exit. This novel insights lends support for our initial interpretation that smaller groups are more effective information processing units and cope easier with the coordination problems.
Evacuation time
We are interested in evaluating the evacuation time, i.e., the average time needed to let all the individuals leave the corridor.
We consider the following experiment: We dispose N pedestrians randomly in the corridor and let the dynamics start accordingly with the description of the model in Sect. 3.1, but we do not consider any new individual entering in the corridor. We observe the time needed until the last pedestrian will exit the corridor. The average time measured repeating this experiment will be called evacuation time.
The results discussed concerning the outgoing flux allow us to argue which behaviors would be observed for the evacuation time. Note that since the number of agents is decreasing during the evolution of the system, it will be more difficult to enter in a clustering regime (i.e., it is necessary a larger number of particles to reach it) and the coordination constraints in the system are likely to be lower especially for small group and population sizes. Building on the results on the effect of an obstacle on the outgoing flux, we expect to find analogously that the evacuation time is smaller when the corridor is empty and if an obstacle is far from cccm-ps-prep.tex the exit. On the contrary, the closer an obstacle is to the exit, the longer it will take for all particles to exit the room.
We plot in Fig. 11 the evacuation time as a function of the number of individuals N , for W = 0, and values for T from 0 to 300. The geometry is the corridor without the obstacle. We observe that the evacuation time is monotone with respect to T for a fixed N if N is large, while is essentially not depending on T > 0 if N is small. The independent random walk for T = 0 guarantees the minimum evacuation time. Note also that the system reaches the clustering regime only for large values of the threshold T and for large N , for N ≥ 3000 when T = 300 in the plot. Note that in this clustering regime there is a clear growth in the evacuation time.
The presence of the obstacle leads to expected effects on the evacuation time. As discussed in the previous section, we consider a large squared obstacle with side 41 and we position it to be either in the left half of the corridor or in the right half. We report in Fig. 12-13 the average evacuation time calculated for the empty corridor (black symbols) and for the presence of the obstacle of side 41 with center in (31, 51) as in Fig. 10 (grey symbols) . We consider the cases of no influence by the wall on the dynamic (W = 0) in Fig. 12 and the case of positive W in Fig. 13 . The presence of the obstacle in the left half of the corridor, far from the exit, produces a decrease in the evacuation time in most of the considered data. It is interesting to note that for W = 0 and T = 300 (Fig. 12 , right picture) the clustering effect starts for a smaller number of agents with respect to the empty corridor case, so for T = 300 and N between 2500 and 3000 the evacuation time is longer if the obstacle is present. Once cccm-ps-prep.tex the clustering regime is reached in both cases (large N ), the obstacle yields again a shorter evacuation time.
In Fig. 14 we consider the presence of the same square obstacle in the right half of the corridor, closer to the exit. We compare the evacuation time in presence of this obstacle (gray symbols) and in absence of obstacles (black symbols). The center of the obstacle is now put in (71, 51). As in the case of the evaluation of the outgoing flux we find this positioning to be unfavorable, i.e., it produces an increment in the evacuation time, both if W = 0 (left picture) and if W = 3 (right picture).
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Discussion
As population size increases the likelihood of information complexity in the general system increases as well (a large number of individuals develop partial representations about an otherwise ambiguous environment), therefore the benefit of higher information pool in subgroups decreases in importance. In other words, groups of minimum size take advantage of low coordination costs and information redundancy in the general population in order to speed up evacuation. Therefore, for large population size, the information complexity of the whole system overrules the benefit of information sharing in small groups varying in size. These results are somehow similar with the simulation results reported by [17] showing that as the population size increases the number of informed individual needed to direct the flock decreases. For R=0 individuals are required to move while for R=1 the probability of individual movement imposed is lower. This constraint increases the likelihood of exit especially for subgroups of smaller size (dyads and groups of five). This result supports the argument that informational complexity available in the system propagates better if individuals are asked to change positions as compared with the situation in which they can preserve their position on the lattice. Therefore, for systems of high information complexity (i.e., large population size) the probability of movement increases the rate of exit for smaller groups more than for large groups. As individuals (are forced to) move they acquire information from others in the room and, consequently, they will develop faster accurate interpretations concerning the availability of exit routes. To conclude, increasing the probability that incccm-ps-prep.tex dividuals will freely move in the room, increases the rate of exit, by fostering information exchange that will ultimately accentuate the overriding effect of whole systems information complexity over the small group information pool. As we argued before, the informational complexity of the whole system generates a blockage for large groups. Large groups seem to be effective in integrating informational inputs in simpler rather than highly complex systems as indicated in Fig. 1 where the exit rate increases with T for population size under 1500. Under situations of informational scarcity, group size seems to be a prerequisite for effective evacuation simply because the population size does not allow the formation of very large groups. In highly complex systems, the coordination costs (it becomes too difficult to find ways in which individual actions are to be synchronized in the whole system) and information processing costs (there are too many different information inputs that need to be integrated and the cluster is basically clogged) become unsurmountable for extremely large groups (T = 300).
Dyads, requiring minimal coordination costs, are better able to integrate effectively the (otherwise diverse) individual information inputs generated by frequent interactions especially imposed under R = 0. The monotonic flattening of the exit rate graph for T = 30, 5, 2 (rather than a sudden decrease as for T = 300) shows that these small group configurations are actually the only viable (social) information processing units in highly complex social environments. If large groups are more effective information integrators in rather simple social environments marked by ambiguity, dyads become the most effective information integrators in ambiguous environments with high social complexity.
The results for the interaction with the walls resemble following some sort of decision heuristic (it is a higher chance of finding an exit in a wall than in other locations in the room) so following this heuristic circumvents the added value of larger groups sharing information in a particular location.
The results show that effective information processing in small groups overrides coordination costs only in small populations. Moreover, the use of decision heuristics (i.e., presence of a wall) seems to increase the efficient information processing especially in small groups formed in dense population spaces. Coordination costs seem to be clearly disadvantageous especially when the group size is very large. In other words information integration in very large groups will not override the coordination costs associated with group size. Moreover, additional coordination constraints, like obstacles situated next to the exit, will further increase the negative effects of coordination costs both on outgoing flux as well as the evacuation time.
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This study started from the observation that in ambiguous situations people use others to validate the information they have and this process plays an important role in situations in which a crowd needs to evacuate a darkened space. We claimed that the information pool (how many members are exposed to stimuli) and groups computational resources (how many members actually evaluate informational inputs) are two key factors influencing the speed of evacuation.
Our simulation results suggest that few information sources require large clusters, in other words, scarcity of information requires large computational resources. Moreover, we show that many information sources require small groups for effective evacuations as information redundancy requires little computational resources. As information resources become redundant, due to the high coordination costs in large groups and social loafing processes large groups become actually clogged by redundant information and evacuation rate decreases substantially.
A direct policy implication of our results is to stimulate the formation of very small group sizes (up to 5 members) when people are trapped in confined and darkened spaces, as this seems to foster both the outgoing flux as well as the evacuation time for the whole population.
